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Introduction. Io, the closest Galilean satellite to Jupiter,
is the most volcanically active body in the Solar System. Be-
tween 1999 and 2002, the Galileo spacecraft made 6 close
flybys of Io. At Io, the Galileo Photopolarimeter-Radiometer
(PPR) was primarily used in radiometry mode, as a long-wavelength
infrared single-aperture photometer. This photometer was sen-
sitive to temperatures from about 60 to several hundred K, and
is therefore useful for studying cooling volcanoes and back-
ground temperatures on Io (Rathbun et al., 2004). It could
also continue to record data when other instruments were be-
ing used, allowing PPR to obtain data simultaneously with SSI
and NIMS. These data tend to be of higher resolution than
the typical PPR raster scan images, but consist of only a one-
dimensional scan across the surface.

Data PPR obtained nearly one hundred of these so-called
“ridealong” images. Because they were not targeted by PPR,
many have useless or uninteresting data. Almost a third of the
observations were eliminated from consideration based on ex-
hibiting no obvious trend in the temperature data. This left 47
observations of interest, which observed 15 areas of Io. How-
ever, many of later, highest resolution observations were taken
using the open filter during the daytime. Since sunlight con-
taminates the field of view, the derived effective temperatures
of the surface are not indicative of the actual temperature of
the surface, so the data cannot be used quantitatively, except
as upper-limits. The data can be used qualitatively to look at
hotspots and other trends. Table 1 lists the regions of interest
and the number and names of each observation in that area.
Any study of the volcanic activity in any of these areas must
include this PPR data to be complete.

The observations of Pillan and Zamama have been dis-
cussed elsewhere (Spencer et al., 200). Here we present pre-
liminary analyses of some of the other areas. Note that we are
not yet convinced that all the observations are properly coreg-
istered. Registering PPR data with SSI or NIMS data taken
during the same orbit is relatively straightforward. However,
registering data from different orbits is difficult. First the PPR
data must be tied to an SSI or NIMS image from that par-
ticular orbit. If the images have been tied together, then the
corresponding PPR data can be tied together in the same way.
For Pele, where many of the observations were taken at night,
perfect coregistration may not be possible.

The i32 observation of the Zamama-Thor region is shown
in figure 1. Unfortunately, the PPR data were obtained using
the open filter during the daytime, so temperatures can only be
interpreted qualitatively. However, we see obvious signatures
from the two hotspots: Zamama in the lower left and Thor
in the upper right. We only see that the background temper-
ature changes between these two features. A more thorough
analysis of this region can be found in Williams et al. (2005).

A composite SSI image and two of the PPR observations
of Emakong are shown in figure 2. These observations were

Figure 1: The i32 observation of the Zamama Thor region
overlaid on a mosaiced SSI image. Circles show the PPR field
of view and the corresponding temperature is plotted with an
asterisk. This image was taken in the open filter during the
daytime

also obtained with the open filter during the daytime. We can
again see the hot signature of the patera floor, which, in this
case, is resolved in the PPR data. The higher resolution ob-
servation shown in black shows that the temperatures of the
flows outside the patera are remarkably constant. The differ-
ent temperature measured in the other scan is likely due to a
difference in the contamination by sunlight, due to a different
time of day or different albedo.

Nighttime data for Pele from three different orbits is shown
in figure 3 overlaid on a low-resolution SSI basemap. These
data are particularly difficult to interpret. The coregistration is
most likely not perfect, and accurate registration will be diffi-
cult considering that the simultaneous NIMS images are night-
time. Several analyses of Pele have been performed (Rade-
baugh et al., 2004; Davies et al, 2001). However, a thorough
investigation of Pele is not possible without including the PPR
data. We will register PPR data to the higher resolution SSI
and NIMS data in order to properly interpret the data.
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Figure 2: Two of the four observations of Emakong: 32in-
emakng01 (larger circles) and 32inemakng01 (dark circles)
overlaid on a composite SSI image. These observations were
taken in the open filter during the daytime.

Figure 3: Three of the seven observations of Pele:
27inhrpele01 (dark blue), 31intherml01 (yellow), and 32inth-
pele02 (aqua). All of these observations were taken at night
using the open filter. The background image is taken from a
low resolution SSI basemap.

Table 1: Areas covered by interesting PPR ridealong data. The
’open day’ observations were made with the open filter dur-
ing the daytime and are contaminated by sunlight, so are only
useful qualitatively. If there are both good and bad files for a
particular region, the good files are listed first. See Rathbun et
al. (2004) for a complete description of each file and the data.

Area Name # observations observation names
good open day

Amirani 5 0 24inamskgi01
24isamskgi01
27inamrani01
27isamrani01
31inamrani01

Camaxtli 1 0 27iscamaxt01
Chaac 0 1 32inchaac01
Emakong 0 4 25inemakng02

25isemakng02
32inemakng01
32isemakng01

Gish Bar 0 2 31ingishbr01
32isgshbar01

Isum 1 0 31inhsisum01
Loki 2 0 24inpelepm01

32inthloki01
Pele 7 0 24ispele 01

27inhrpele01
27ispele 01
31intherml01
32inthpele01
32inthpele02
32ispele 01

Pillan 2 0 24inpillan01
24ispillan01

Prometheus 4 2 24inpromth01
24inpromth02
27ispromth01
27ispromth02
32inpromth01
32istermin01

Telegonus 0 3 32intherml01
32istelgns01
32istelgns02

Tohil 1 1 27istohil 01
32istohil 01

Tupan 0 2 32initupan01
32istohil 01

Tvashtar 0 3 25ingiants01
31intvasht01
32istvasht01

Zamama 4 1 24inzamama01
24inzsmama02
24iszamama01
24iszamama02
32istermin02
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